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In contrast with former deﬁnitions of life limited to membrane-bound cellular life forms which feed,
grow, metabolise and replicate (i) a role of viruses as genetic symbionts, (ii) along with peripheral
phenomena such as cryptobiosis and (iii) the horizontal nature of genetic information acquisition and
processing broaden our view of the tree of life. Some researchers insist on the traditional textbook
conviction of what is part of the community of life. In a recent review [Moreira, D., Lopez-Garcia, P.,
2009. Ten reasons to exclude viruses from the tree of life. Nat. Rev. Microbiol. 7, 306–311.] they assemble
four main arguments which should exclude viruses from the tree of life because of their inability to selfsustain and self-replicate, their polyphyly, the cellular origin of their cell-like genes and the volatility of
their genomes. In this article we will show that these features are not coherent with current knowledge
about viruses but that viral agents play key roles within the roots and stem of the tree of life.
& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Within the Darwin project of the European Space Agency (ESA)
four or ﬁve spacecraft will search for planets similar to earth around
other stars and analyse their atmospheres for the chemical signature
of life. Its search for extraterrestrial life raise the question of an
appropriate deﬁnition of life, because it could be expected to ﬁnd
certain indicators on other planets which differ from terrestrial life
forms. Current debate on common characteristics of terrestrial living
agents assemble traditional textbook convictions such as that life
includes those cellular life forms which feed, grow, metabolise and
reproduce, i.e. membrane-bound life forms which divide cytoplasmatic space from outer environments. All of these concepts share
the opinion that life emerged by interacting non-living chemical
components (Greener, 2008).
A useful deﬁnition of life must also coherently explain (i) the
peripheral phenomena of life, such as cryptobiosis, where the
metabolic activity is barely discernible, (ii) the contrasting
concept to the selﬁsh gene hypothesis, i.e. the well documented
phenomena of symbiogenesis, (iii) the role of non-lytic but
persistent virus life-strategies which serve as main regulatory
elements in all cellular life forms such as mobile genetic elements
and noncoding RNAs and last but not least (iv) the current
knowledge of genetic information processing.
In a recent article, Moreira and Lopez Garcia defend the
traditional organism based tree and outline their opinion that
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there are ten reasons to exclude viruses from this tree of life
model. At the end of their article they reduce these to four
relevant arguments. ‘Taken together their inability to self-sustain
and self-replicate, their polyphyly, the cellular origin of their celllike genes and the volatility of their genomes through time make
it impossible to incorporate viruses into the tree of life’ (Moreira
and Lopez Garcia, 2009, p. 311).
As we will see, there are several arguments which contradict this
opinion. Viruses are not metabolising cells, true enough. But all the
functions within living cells such as replication, transcription and
repair as well as their ﬁne-tuned regulatory order are now known to
also be of viral origin (Tang et al., 1997; Villarreal, 2005). Therefore it
must be considered that viruses have played and still play crucial
evolutionary roles and are essential agents within the tree of life. Are
the essential agents within the roots of a tree not part of a tree?
What would remain of the tree of life if we would substract all viral
properties? We will try to show that at least three of the four
arguments of Moreira and Lopez-Garcia in particular indicate viruses
to be essential parts of the tree of life.
In a ﬁrst step we will look at prokaryotic genomes and their
gene word order determined by their colonizing viral agents. The
second step exempliﬁes the identiﬁcation of viruses and viral
lineages. The third point will argue that the cell ﬁrst perspective
has to outline as good arguments as the virus ﬁrst perspective. In a
fourth point we will see that there is a lot of virus–virus
interaction. A ﬁfth chapter will demonstrate that the predecessors
of cells had to be polyphyletic. At the sixth point we will see that
the ancient and the current RNA-world is a main force in life. A
seventh point will show that more than prokaryotes eukaryotic
cells also depend on evolutionary roles of viruses, and this offers
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solutions to: (i) the origin of the eukaryotic nucleus, (ii) the role of
mobile genetic elements and (iii) the role of non-coding RNAs, i.e.
key features with viral origins. Last but not least there is a eighth
argument introducing semiotic principles that viruses are an
essential part of the tree of life and provide coherent explanations
of genetic information processing by the biocommunicative
approach.

1. Prokaryotic genomes
The arguments of Moreira and Lopez-Garcia to exclude viruses
of the tree of life are based on the comparison of viral features and
cellular features. But as ‘cellular’ features they assume in most
cases eukaryotic cells. Prior to them we have to look at the
prokaryotic genomes and their gene word order if we shall have
an appropriate basis of the roles of viruses in the evolution of
prokaryotes as hypothesised predecessors of eukaryotes. Interestingly the serial endosymbiotic theory which identiﬁed key
components of the eukaryotic cell such as mitochondria and
chloroplasts as former free living bacteria is supported by the
suggestion that the eukaryotic nucleus derived from a large
doublestranded DNA virus, which represent the properties of
eukaryotic nucleus not present in any known prokaryote
(Villarreal, 2005). Additionally this is supported by reviews
regarding the role of viral polymerases in the origin
of mitochondria and chloroplasts (Filée and Forterre, 2005;
Brussow, 2009).
The oceans (and the world) are intensely viral. All life must
survive this viral laden habitat and survivors generally retain
prophage (or provirus) or their defectives. This includes marine
bacteria (Krupovic and Bamford, 2007), extremophiles in deep sea
hydrothermal vents (Williamson et al., 2008a) as well as the
organisms of the Antarctic (Angly et al., 2006; Dinsdale et al.,
2008). If we imagine that 1ml of seawater contains one million
bacteria and ten times more viral sequences it can be determined
that 1031 bacteriophages infect 1024 bacteria per second (Tettelin
et al., 2005). Since the beginning of life this has been an ongoing
process. The enormous viral genetic diversity in the ocean seems
to have established pathways for the integration of complete and
complex genetic data sets into host genomes, e.g. acquisition of
complex new phenotypes. A prophage can provide the acquisition
of more than 100 new genes in a single genome editing event
(Campbell, 2007; Canchaya et al., 2003a; Brussow et al., 2004;
Villarreal, 2009; Ryan, 2009).
It is now 13 years since ﬁrst bacterial genome was sequenced,
and comparative genomics now provides us a very clear picture of
prokaryotic evolution; both bacteria and archaea show dominant
force of evolution is mediated by horizontal gene transfer (HTG)
(Frost et al., 2005; Koonin and Wolf, 2008). Comparing metabolic
pathways of 160 prokaryotic species, shows acquisition of gene
sets not by point mutation but by rapid and massive acquisition of
gene groups (Iwasaki and Takagi, 2009). Clearly, as sex is not
common to most bacteria, this is mainly mediated by phage action
as such changing gene clusters (aka phage islands) are adjacent to
tRNA integration sites. This inherently symbiogenic situation was
also apparent with the initial sequencing of Bacillus subtilis as the
second complete bacterial genome (Sonenshein et al., 2002). Thus,
the ‘Tree of Life’ concept has been severely undermined and
cannot apply to such large scale lateral gene transfer processes
(Bapteste et al., 2005; Lopez and Bapteste, 2009) or explain the
role of viruses (Sinkvics, 2001; DeFilippis et al., 2001; Brussow,
2009). Yet a tree-like structure of genetic evolution is observed in
all domains of life, including most viruses. Thus HGT is colonizing
an existing tree from non-ancestral (viral) sources. However,
‘Tree-thinking’ which explains tree growth by ancestral variation

Fig. 1

and natural selection continues to be vigorously defended leading
many to dismiss the prokaryotes as ‘odd-balls’ that evolve
differently from other life. Evidence now compels us to revise
our deﬁnition and vision of the Tree of Life to include viruses.
Fig. 1 thus presents a schematic of how an inherently fuzzy virus
community (shown as a cloud) provides the information and
process of host colonisation. Reticulate evolution and symbiosis
apply to all life and must now be incorporated into our conceptual
framework (Beiko et al., 2008). We also clearly see recurrent
endosymbiosis as a main creative force the evolution of
eukaryotic life (Ryan, 2009).

2. We can trace viral genes
The opinions of Moreira and Lopez Garcia on viral lineages is
that: (i) there is no viral phylogenetic tree, (ii) viral genes in
general have been acquired from their host by HGT, (iii) viral
lineages cannot have persistence in the presence of high HGT
rates, because genetic contents are not stable but highly volatile
and (iv) the cell to virus gene ﬂux is quantitatively overwhelming
in contrast to the opposite. But current knowledge on viral
lineages contradicts this opinion clearly. The presence of viral
speciﬁc tRNA genes, their distinct G/C composition and the
Restriction–Modiﬁcation word bias in viral genomes allows us to
identify and differentiate viral genes from host using codon and
word bias based methods and apply them to DNA viruses of both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes (e.g., using non-BLAST methods). This
was initially done when a set of T-even phage were ﬁrst
sequenced (Nolan et al., 2006), but has been followed by other
viruses (Monier et al., 2007; Pride and Schoenfeld, 2008). Also, it
is known that DNA viruses often have an unusually large number
of small genes (Villarreal, 2005; Ogata and Claverie, 2007) which
makes them good sources of novel but coordinated functions.
Indeed, a general assessment of viral ORFs of unknown function
indicates a clear trend to code for small genes (Yin and Fischer,
2008) and most ORFans in prokaryotic genomes apparently came
from viruses (Cortez et al., 2009). Studies of viruses in the ocean,
are consistent with other virus studies and show their evolution is
mosaic involving reticulated gene exchange with many other viral
lineages, but they tend to most conserve their capsid genes
(Rohwer et al., 2000; Rohwer, 2003). We see lots of phage to phage
DNA transfers and much evidence of intron related endonucleases
involvement (Chibani-Chennouﬁ et al., 2004).
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What has been missing in our thinking about host survival,
however, are the effects of virus–virus interactions (i.e, lysogeny
and lytic virus). In an intensely viral habitat, host survival depends
fully on a dynamic system of virus–virus evolution that promotes
the horizontal transfer of DNA. Such transfers of virus derived
information are clearly seen in the genomes of all life (Villarreal,
2005, 2009; Ryan, 2009).

3. Cell ﬁrst vs. virus ﬁrst perspectives
The authors of the mentioned tree-of-life article share the
widely held opinion that viruses are products of cells and are
evolved by cells. But phylogenetic analyses and comparative
genomics contradict this opinion. Viruses are most abundant
agents in the oceanic biosphere and metagenomic screens
indicate that 3% of total protein in the oceans correspond with
capsid genes of PSSM4-(T4-like) cyanophage. Viruses provide the
largest reservoir of genes known in the biosphere (Comeau and
Krisch, 2008; Filee et al., 2005) but were not, stolen’ from host.
Such capsids cannot be of host origin. But these viruses can also
have host-like genes. The cyanophage may have a nearly universal
presence of pbsA core photosynthetic genes (Bench et al., 2007;
Sullivan et al., 2006), clearly resembling genes from host. This
similarity of virus and host genes is uncritically cited by Moreira
and Lopez Garcia as evidence that such genes are host derived
based on the common belief that when viral and host genes
cluster together, it is likely that the virus derived the gene from
the host. Yet, this phage psb gene is within a highly conserved
gene cluster associated with energy metabolism that also contains
the mazG gene (Bryan et al., 2008). But this mazG gene does not
cluster with related host genes thus it cannot be explained by
acquisition from host. We can conclude from these results that coclustering does not identify the direction of gene transfer. Thus, a
viral origin of the psb-A genes can also be asserted. Indeed
metagenomic measurements of photosynthetic genes in marine
habitats indicate that the majority of all photosynthesis genes are
viral derived (Sharon et al., 2007) and are undergoing selection
independent of the host (Lindell et al., 2007). As these genes
display virus-like codon bias, this further supports the idea that
viral photosynthetic genes evolve independently of hosts (Zeidner
et al., 2005; Weigele et al., 2007). This argument for viral origin of
psb genes is fully developed in Villarreal (2009).
Cyanophage mediate cyanobacterial evolution. Indeed, comparative genomics of Prochlorococcus cyanobacterial biotypes
(sub-species variants) indicates that they differ mainly by gene
sets or ‘phage islands’ (Coleman et al., 2006). These surveys: ‘lend
strong support to the notion that viral-mediated gene acquisition
is a common and ongoing mechanism for generating microbial
diversity in the marine environment’ (Williamson et al., 2008b).
Accordingly, it is most commonly observed that recruitment of
highly variable genome ‘fragments’ is the prevalent evolutionary
process in the biosphere and such hypervariable genomic islands
were too variable to assemble into coherent trees (Rusch et al.,
2007).
Additionally it is well accepted by virologists that viruses often
contain many complex genes (including core genes) that cannot
be attributed to having been derived from host genes. Indeed,
comparative viral genomics and the study of virus evolution often
depends on precisely such non-host gene conservation (Villarreal,
2005; Domingo et al., 2008). Indeed, there are many indicators
that the converse relationship is prevalent as demonstrated by
phage genes that colonise host.
Comparative genomics of Escherichia coli dramatically demonstrate the importance of large scale genetic variation even within
one bacterial ‘species’. It is established that E. coli genome

variation is from 4.6 to 5.5 Mbp and much of this variation
appears to be of phage origin (Binnewies et al., 2006). The best
bacterial example are the highly sequenced genomes of pathogenic E. coli, such as 0157(E2348/69) (Iguchi et al., 2009). Indeed,
it has recently become clear that chromosomal integration
hotspots are occurring adjacent to lueX tRNA indicating a
heavy phage involvement in coli adaptation (Lescat et al., 2009;
Kirsch et al., 2004). However, non-pathogenic comensual E. coli
has similar phage mediated genomic plasticity (Oshima et al.,
2008). And it is clear that highly conserved prophage elements are
mediating the extraordinary adjacent genomic instability in both
pathogenic and commensal isolates (Bielaszewska et al., 2007;
Yang et al., 2009). From the comparative genomics of several
pathogenic E. coli strains, it is also clear that independent
infections with similar but distinct bacteriophages were deeply
involved in the evolution of these E. coli (Ogura et al., 2007).
Furthermore, it appears these Ler and Pch phage can orchestrate
the coordination of the scattered transcription of various genes
involved pathogenicity (Abe et al., 2008). Since a similar
‘horizontal’ tRNA(leuX) adjacent genetic pattern applies to the
differences between related bacterial but distinct bacterial
‘species’ such as E. coli and Salmonella enterica (Bishop et al.,
2005) or Yersinia (Rakin et al., 2001), the E. coli example appears
represent a generalised and prominent mechanism of prokaryotic
evolution. Indeed, the initial sequencing of a second bacterial
species (B. subtilis) also identiﬁed tRNA adjacent gene sets as the
main difference with E. coli (Sonenshein et al., 2002).

4. There is much evidence for virus–virus interactions
In prokaryotes, viruses appear to exist into two broad but
interacting relationships with host; lytic and persistent (prophage) (Villarreal, 2005; Villarreal, 2007) with two distinct evolutionary dynamics (Gelfand and Koonin, 1997). T4 are strictly lytic
phage, and are the iconic example of the T even phage. Although
they frequently recombine with each other, T-even phage do not
exchange very much DNA with E. coli (Nolan et al., 2006). These
lytic phage are not ‘moronic’ (prophage derived small inserts into
ORFs, next to promoter) like the persisting lambdoid phage
(Hendrix et al., 2003). Their genomes are partitioned and mosaic,
via extensive exchange with mostly other phage, but retain
expression strategy and morphology (head and tail most conserved). Since phage replication is often recombination dependant, they have notoriously reticulated patterns of evolution. Yet
even the most intensively studied phage of all (T4), retains many
poorly characterized virus-speciﬁc genes (i.e. of the 300 genes,
nearly 130 remain uncharacterized and unrelated to other genes).
But some of these genes are known to affect virus–virus
interactions.
Host ﬁtness is not usually considered from viro-centric
perspective. Yet we can assert with conﬁdence that numerically
viruses rule the world. Consider the well studies T4 SegB gene
which is a homing endonuclease, is highly conserved in T4 (but
not other phage) and is needed for preferred inheritance of T4
tRNA gene region (Brok-Volchanskaya et al., 2008). Homing
endonuclease are found in both host and virus, but those in
T4 are often used to preclude non-T4-like genomes. The T4 SegG
appears to provide T2 exclusion (Liu et al., 2003) as does SegF.
T4 has many such genes and similar use of endonucleases for
genetic exclusion may apply to other T4 like phage, although the
speciﬁc endonucleases are different (Kadyrov et al., 1997;
Sandegren et al., 2005; see Brussow et al., 2004; ChibaniChennouﬁ et al., 2004). Indeed group I introns are found in about
half of all Streptococcus, Lactococcus, and Lactobacillus phage, often
interrupting the lysine gene (Foley et al., 2000). This suggests
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wide spread virus–virus based selection which should have big
affects on host survival.
The prophage-lytic phage relationship is directly relevant to
this issue and has been well examined experimentally with lactic
acid bacteria (Desiere et al., 2001, 2002; Canchaya et al., 2003b).
Here, it is clear that prophage are major mediators of lateral gene
transfer as seen via tRNA adjacent integration (Brussow and
Desiere, 2001; Canchaya et al., 2004; Cheetham and Katz, 1995;
Brussow, 2007). Lysogenic conversion is also well established
(Canchaya et al., 2003a). This type phage-host evolutionary
process also appears to apply to the well studied bacterial
pathogens (Brussow et al., 2004). And although extensive
exchange of genes with host can be inferred, 80% of the viral
orthologous groups have no host counterparts (Liu et al., 2006).
Even cryptic prophage have been well established to exclude lytic
T4 (Mehta et al., 2004; Toothman and Herskowitz, 1980a, b), thus,
even viral ‘junk’ matters greatly to host survival.

5. The predecessors of the three domains of life had to be
polyphyletic
There may be several non-cellular origins of viruses consistent with their polyphyletic nature. A precellular RNA world with
self-replicating and self-cleaving ribozymes contains the essential host and parts for ancient RNA viruses. But beneath that we
can ﬁnd ancient but related DNA viruses infecting all three
domains of life which completely differ from RNA viruses as well
as retroviruses (a kind of RNA virus but with reverse reading
direction).
If we look at the three domains of life we can identify three
different DNA polymerases of the family B extension polymerases
of the DNA replication complex which are clearly polyphyletic
(Forterre, 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006a) similar to the DNA topoisomerases which also seem to be polyphyletic (Forterre and
Gadelle, 2009). This means at the roots of the tree of life there
must be at least three polyphyletic predecessors. Only this could
explain the three remaining polymerases. Since RNA genomes
most probably existed before the appearance of DNA genomes
(Villarreal, 2005; Forterre, 2006b), DNA can be considered to be a
modiﬁcation of RNA, requiring ribonocleotide reductase, followed
by only two thymidylate synthases.
Prior to DNA, there were only two informational components
RNA molecules and proteins. Hypothesised proto-cells initially
were colonised by only a few individual DNA components that still
operated through RNA. In turn, these DNA agents facilitated the
scission into two separate lineages—DNA viruses and RNA
viruses—whereby a DNA virus was capable of infecting and
persisting as stable DNA in an RNA virus host. Eventually, even
more stable colonising genomes developed dsDNA which were
recombinogenic and able to capture host genes and establish
permanent persistence (symbiosis). This model would at least
account for the existence of virally-encoded DNA transaction
proteins for which no cellular counterpart exists. In addition, this
model would explain the existence of two dissimilar DNA
replication systems (Villarreal, 2005).
Even though the DNA cells gained distinct selective advantages, the RNA parasites still had an astonishingly powerful
genomic creativity (Ryan, 2006, 2009); this imparted distinct
survival advantages if environmental conditions changed considerably. Today we know that the DNA world, on its own, would
not have brought forth such an incredible diversity by natural
selection (Gabora, 2006), let alone established the necessary
genetic precondition to create such a high degree of complexity.
Overall, the genomic innovations of the RNA world complements
that of the more conservative and stable DNA world. Thus the
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consortial (commonly shared) volatility and ‘lack of structural
continuity’ (Moreira and Lopez-Garcia, 2009) of viral genomes
should be an argument for the inclusion of viruses in the tree of
life and provides the precondition for the evolution of the
complexity of the tree of life as well as the emergence of a
commonly used code for life. Even Darwin did not exclude a
multiple origin of life: ‘There is grandeur in this view of life, with
its several powers, having been originally breathed by the creator
into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone
cycling on according to the ﬁxed law of gravity, from so simple a
beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have
been, and are being, evolved’ (Charles Darwin, The Origin of
Species).

6. The ancient and the current RNA world
In some sections Moreira and Lopez Garcia seem to suggest
that the RNA world hypothesis remained a hypothesis and not
well proven. However, the RNA-world research indicates a
contrasting perspective. From the early RNA-world perspective
the whole diversity of processes within and between cells
(intracellular and intercellular cell communication) depends on
various RNAs. Therefore the nature of modern RNA suggests a
precellular RNA world which must have been dominated by
quasispecies consortia-based evolution just like current RNA
viruses (Domingo et al., 2008). A variety of RNAs can be identiﬁed
at the roots of the tree of life such as

 genetic polymers inside membrane vesicles of a hypothesised
protocell (Chen et al., 2006), riboswitches (Breaker, 2006),

 a variety of catalytic strategies of self-cleaving ribozymes
(Ke and Doudna, 2006),

 the structure and function of group I introns (Hougland et al.,
2006),

 the roles of RNA in the synthesis of proteins (Moore and Steitz,
2006).
Important features like the role of ribosomes in the translation
from RNA into protein (Noller, 2006) and great diversity of action
potential of RNAs in the modern DNA world like

 the role of ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) (Cech et al., 2006),
 the list of functions necessary for each single cellular process
such as small nuclear RNPs (Tycowski et al., 2006),

 small nucleolar RNPs (Matera et al., 2007),
 the assemblies which build spliceosomes with viral origins,
 the insertion/deletion competence for site-speciﬁc modiﬁcations of RNA molecules (Simpson, 2006),

 the unique feature of all retroelements, i.e. reverse transcriptase and other telomerases (Blackburn, 2006).
Last but not least we can ﬁnd crucial parts of the present RNA
world with clear viral origin such as

 group II introns with splicing competences (Pyle and
Lambowitz, 2006),

 the important roles of SINEs and LINEs (Weiner, 2006),
 the whole range of non-coding RNAs (Witzany, 2009a),
 also the RNA ligase as found in T4 is found in all three domains
of life (Ho and Shuman, 2002).
All of these agents can be identiﬁed as descendants of an early
RNA (quasispecies dominated) world which evolved prior to
cellular life and are predecessors of cellular life-functions present
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since the last universal common ancestor of all cellular life (LUCA)
in all three domains of life. On the basis of these RNAs we are
able to reconstruct the emergence of the tree of life from its roots
to its top.
Viruses can parasitise almost any replication system (i.e., other
viruses including themselves)—even prebiotic ones—and probably emerged well before the appearance of cellular life forms.
RNA viruses store crucial and dynamic information (in RNA‘clouds’) that not only pertains to: (a) replication proteins but also
to (b) morphology and (c) phenotypic diversity and retains a
history of past selections. Based on this and the results of
phylogenetic analyses and comparative genomics, it is possible to
establish viral lines of ancestral origin. These lines of origin can
also be non-linear because different parts of viruses contain
different evolutionary histories (Villarreal, 2005; Domingo et al.,
2008).
Since viruses with RNA genomes are the only living agents that
use RNA as a storage medium, they are considered to be witnesses
of an earlier RNA world, of a time when DNA did not exist yet
(Forterre, 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006b; Koonin et al., 2006).
Negatively stranded RNA viruses have genome structures and
replication patterns that are dissimilar to all known cell types. As
demonstrated by phylogenetic analyses, cellular replicases are
related to each other; however, there is no similarity between
RNA-viral replicases and those of any known cell types (Zanotto
et al., 1996). This suggests the existence of negatively stranded
viral RNA-replicases even before cellular life came into being
(Villarreal, 2005). DNA viruses, too, do not give any reference to a
cellular origin. Phylogenetic analyses point to an older timescale,
as DNA-repairing proteins of DNA viruses do not have any
counterparts in cellular biota.

7. The Virosphere is not restricted to prokaryotes
Eukaryotes also show that viruses mediated the most dynamic
part of their genomes as well. But here, retrovirus related agents
are much more active then the DNA prophage or DNA episomes of
prokaryotes (see Fig. 1). Also, eukaryotic retroviruses more often
seem to manipulate (reprogram) gene regulation and function, not
invent new genes. There are also lots of eukaryotic large DNA
viruses in the sea as reported by metagenomic screens (via DNA
pol, Mimivirus and algal viruses) (Monier et al., 2007, 2008). And
we can see major consequences to host by these viruses. For
example, Ostrecoccus tauri, the smallest marine photosynthetic
eukaryote, is host for large DNA virus. This virus lacks restriction/
modiﬁcation enzymes seen in other viruses of microalgae (Derelle
et al., 2008). Yet, like cyanobacteria, it too is a highly gene dense
chromosome that seems to evolve mostly via the action of
horizontal transfer (Palenik et al., 2007). But this eukaryotic host
also has two chromosomes that are structurally distinct, have
biased G/C content and codon usage and one of which contains
the majority of transposable elements (Derelle et al., 2006). Thus
even in representatives of early eukaryotes, we can see a large
expansion in the kind and quantity of (former parasitic) virus
derived DNA. Thus they too have been molded by symbiotic viral
mediated events (horizontal, reticulated and symbiotic acquisitions). But what really differs is the nature of virus involved in
eukaryotes and how they control their host. Eukaryotes are not
gene dense, do not support DNA prophage, but they have acquired
regulatory genetic complexity via the action of mostly retroviral
(and viral defective) colonisation. We can clearly demonstrate this
assertion by comparative genomics. For example, a comparison of
human and chimpanzee DNA establishes the prevalent and
recent role of endogenous retroviruses (Ryan, 2009). Viruses
contributed clearly our recent ancestors. So why would we choose

to deny this incontrovertible fact and propose to exclude virus
from the tree of life?

7.1. A viral-driven and symbiotic origin of eukaryotes
Serial Endosymbiotic Theory (SET) suggested that the eukaryotic cell did not result from random mutations, but from the
coordinated union of former free-living prokaryotes (Margulis,
1996, 1999, 2004; Margulis et al., 2000; Margulis and Sagan,
2002; Witzany, 2006a). So far it is clear that mitochondria and
other organelles descended from these micro-organisms
(Odintsova and Yurina, 2000, 2005) and it has also been asserted
that the eukaryotic nucleus is of archaeal or bacterial descent.
In the meantime, however, there are good reasons to
support the idea that eukaryotic nuclei originated before the
symbiogenetic integration with mitochondria and chloroplasts
(see Villarreal, 2005, 2009). In fact, the nucleus has basic
properties that are otherwise absent in prokaryotic cells (Bell,
2001, 2006).
Prokaryotes do have circular chromosomes with uniform
standardised origins of replication. Their chromosomes are only
loosely attached to chromatin proteins and have different control
regions that coordinate and terminate DNA replication. All
eukaryotic proteins involved in DNA replication differ from those
found in prokaryotes. Hence, nuclear properties of eukaryotes are
completely different from those of prokaryotes (Villarreal, 2004).
These differences include, for example, use of linear chromosomes, with elaborately controlled and multiple origins of
replication, repetitive termination points, transcription and
translation which are separated via nuclear membrane and the
existence of complex nuclear pore structures that actively mediate
RNA translocation.
All these properties represent complex phenotypes, which
require complex co-ordination of numerous protein functions.
None of these functions can be found in prokaryotes even though
they are considered to be the predecessors of the eukaryotic
nucleus.
The eukaryotic nucleus contains three kinds of DNA-dependent
RNA polymerases that differ signiﬁcantly from RNA polymerases
of prokaryotes (Villarreal, 2005). Even the three kinds of splicing
group I-introns (DNA transposase, reverse transcriptase and
micro-RNAs) are largely nonexistent in prokaryotes, but they are
present in viruses of prokaryotes. In addition, no single prokaryotic process is known to account for the tasks of membrane
disintegration and restoration as observed in eukaryotes, but this
too can be seen in DNA viruses (Villarreal, 2005).
Viral genes are directly involved in tasks of transposition.
Viruses generally mark their genome, their RNA and their proteins
with various virus-speciﬁc enzymes, such as methylases; e.g. via
enzymatic reactions known as base methylation (Villarreal, 2005).
Moreira and Lopez-Garcia suggest that viruses are
gene-‘robbers’ of cellular life (Moreira and Lopez Garcia, 2009,
p. 309). However, as asserted above, it is a well-known fact that
viruses create new genes as a result of their evolutionary line of
descent, via tremendous rates of recombination (often replication
dependent) and a high tolerance for errors. Just by looking at the
baculoviruses, for example, with reference to GenBank database
investigations, we can ﬁnd that 80% of their genes are unique to
this group and found nowhere else (Herniou and Jehle, 2007;
Herniou et al., 2001; Villarreal, 2005). Gene losses have been
documented in baculoviruses but the 12 losses documented
therein are countered by a staggering acquisition of 255 new
genes. Similar observations of gene novelty apply to other families
of large DNA viruses found in both prokaryotes (Hendrix, 2009)
and eukaryotes (Domingo et al., 2008; Villarreal, 2009).
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Between 1950 and 1980 scientists realised that the T4 phagepolymerase proteins are much more similar to the eukaryotic DNA
polymerase protein than to any prokaryotic polymerase. Today we
know that the eukaryotic DNA polymerase and the T4 DNA
polymerase do have common origins. Indeed, the T4-like viruses
(tailed icosahedral phage, Caudavirales) represent a huge family of
viruses that is capable of infecting both bacteria and archaea
(Villarreal, 2004). Hence, it is not surprising that T4-DNA
polymerases (and capsids) are found in all three domains of life:
archaea, bacteria and eukarya—although it must be noted that the
phage HK97 capsid protein shared by Caudavirales does not
indicate ancestral relationships.
Algae were among the ﬁrst more complex eukaryotic organisms that had to deal with viruses. Thus, viruses that infected
microalgae must have had a large adaptive potential that
accompanied the evolutionary pathway and which must have
included the characteristic of a protonucleus. Here in particular
we can think of the phycodnavirus and therefore one has to
examine the entire GenBank database for sequences that may be
similar to the DNA polymerase of this particular virus (Villarreal,
2004). Such sequences must include replication polymerases of all
higher eukaryotes as well as of all larger eukaryotic DNA viruses,
primer polymerases of eukaryotes, and repair polymerases of both
archaea and bacteria.
The DNA polymerase of the CSV1 virus can be found at the
phylogenetic origin of any of the eukaryotic replication DNA
polymerases and can be considered as a precursor of all
polymerases which are involved in replication of the eukaryotic
genome. So far no other viral or prokaryotic DNA polymerase that
shares these features is known (Villarreal, 1999, 2004; DeFilippis
and Villarreal, 2001).
The membrane-bound separation of transcription and translation is a characteristic of the pox viruses; more concretely, of the
vaccinia and other large DNA viruses (Mimivirus) (Villarreal,
2005). Moreover, these viruses have a very simple pore structure
that has actively been incorporated from the membrane-bound
RNA into the cytoplasm of the host. A similar situation can be
documented with the small chromatin proteins and the linear
chromosomes along with their repetitive telomer tails that are so
characteristic of various cytoplasmic DNA viruses, TTV1 and
phycodna viruses. Even the highly complex function of tubulin
as an important coordinating element during chromosomal
separation of duplicated strands can be found in DNA viruses
with exactly the same set of functions (Villarreal, 2004).
It became increasingly obvious that all properties of the
eukaryotic nucleus are compatible with having been derived from
a large, stable and persistent DNA virus with linear chromosomes.
The precursor of the eukaryotic nucleus indeed appears to have been
a huge membrane-covered DNA virus (similar to Mimivirus or
poxvirus) that persistently colonised a prokaryotic host (Villarreal,
2004, 2009; Bell, 2001, 2006). Therefore, the hosting cell must have
lost its cell wall with the virus incorporating the prokaryotic genes
into its pre-nuclear genome: particularly in cases of encoding for
metabolism and translation. This virus was probably non-lytic, as it
coordinated both its own replication and its transcription genes, and
it had a double-layered membrane (reminiscent of that seen in
herpesviruses) and a tubulin system in order to wrap chromosomes.
Its persistence and its reactivation would imply that: (a) the process
of cell division (nuclear envelope dispersion and reformation), (b)
mitotic duplication (doubling of the chromosomes and allocating
them to the progeny cells) and (c) the viral DNA correspond to the
sexual reproductive cycle of the host organism. Such an infectious
origin for the nucleus would also be compatible for the prevalence of
infectious nuclei, seen in many species of parasitic red algae that
represent a basal eukaryote (Goff et al., 1997). Read algae are clearly
the oldest eukaryote that can be found in the fossil record.
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Comparative genomics is consistent with this fossil evidence (Cole
and Sheath, 1990). Interestingly all these properties can be found in
various prokaryotic viruses such as cyanophage, archaeal phage,
mycobacterial phage and eubacterial phage (Villarreal, 2005, 2009).
Not only can the eukaryotic nucleus, however, to be considered
of viral origin, but as referenced above, RNA polymerase, DNA
polymerase and DNA helicase which transcribe and replicate DNA
in modern mitochondria may also be of viral origin (Filée and
Forterre, 2005).

7.2. Ongoing roles of retroviruses and mobile genetic elements
in eukaryotes
Although DNA prophage no longer modify the eukaryotic
genome as seen in prokaryotes, endogenous retroviruses
(proviruses) do. The human genome has many more elements
derived from retroviruses (LTR containing) then it has genes
(ORFs) (Hughes and Cofﬁn, 2001; Kim et al., 2004). And these
endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) distinguish human DNA from all
other primates (Andersson et al., 2002; Mayer and Meese, 2005;
Polavarapu et al., 2006). Such ERVs have colonized Eukaryotic
genomes from exogenous viral (non-ancestral) sources. All
domains of eukaryotic life have their own peculiar pattern of
colonisation by such viruses (Villarreal, 2005, 2009). And it has
been experimentally veriﬁed that various crucial and complex
functions of eukaryotes (vertebrates) are directly mediated by
these ERVs (see Ryan, 2009). This includes the emergence of the
adaptive immune system (Klein, 2004; Villarreal, 2009) as well as
vivipary in mammals (Mi et al., 2000; Dupressoir et al., 2005;
Dunlap et al., 2006). The most numerous mobile elements in the
eukaryotic genome integrate into a host genome via an RNA
intermediate, reverse transcriptase.
Copying from RNA into DNA generally involves reverse
transcriptases. Mobile elements are important for genotype
processing, with far-reaching consequences for phenotype
expression during its various developmental stages (Jurka et al.,
2007). Recent research has demonstrated that overlapping
epigenetic marking in eukaryotic cells is an important evolutionary feature to silence the expression of mobility of these
mobile elements (Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007). Mobile elements can silence single genes as well as larger chromosomal
regions and therefore, play an important role in the evolution of
diversity. They share their competence to recombine, rearrange
and insert into genomic content with other retroelements (Cofﬁn
et al., 1997). They inﬂuence neighbouring genes through alternative splicing and are active agents as enhancers and promoters
or act by polyadenylation patterns (Slotkin and Martienssen,
2007). Indeed, related elements appear to account for the origin of
a substantial part of the regulatory sequences in the human
genome (Jordan et al., 2003).
ERV related retroposons have direct repeats at its ends (LTR),
others transposons do not (non-LTRs). Interestingly, the number of
retroposons increases with every transposition (transposition
duplication) so that they can expand host genomes: LINE-1 is
20% of the human genome (Maita et al., 2004). Like some ERVs,
full LINEs contain a code for the transposase protein, which have
been proposed to be evolutionary related to retroviral and ERV
integrase (Capy et al., 1997). This enzyme identiﬁes the terminal
inverted repeats which ﬂank mobile elements, excises them and
integrates itself in place of them. The gap at the donor site is
repaired in a cut-and-paste transposition or ﬁlled up with a copy
of the transposon by a gap repair technique (Slotkin and
Martienssen, 2007). Although many think LINES are independent
of ERVs, deep genome database comparison to early ERVs
(Chromoviruses, DIRs) suggests that most transposons and
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retroposons originally descended from recombinant viruses
which persistently integrated into host genomes and became
defective (for references see Villarreal, 2004, 2005, 2009;
Domingo et al., 2008; Weiss, 2006).

7.3. Non-lytic but persistent viruses as non-coding regulatory agents
for cellular needs
Like persisting prophage of prokaryotes, the persistence of
retrovirus derived elements in eukaryotes have major consequences. Principally, they provide a diffuse but coordinated
system to edit and control the genome, but also affect virus
susceptibility. Some thousands of endogenous retroviral sequences have been integrated into the human genome, and until
now there are 22 independent retroviral families identiﬁed
(Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Bromham, 2002; Buzdin et al., 2002;
Hughes and Cofﬁn, 2001; Khodosevich et al., 2002; Sverdlov,
2000; Villarreal, 2004, 2005; Ryan, 2006; Grifﬁth and Voisset,
2008). A quantity of remaining former viral gene embedding
repetitive elements embracing an enormous genetic diversity
originally accompanied the protein coding sequences as controland/or identiﬁcation segments. Most endogenous retroviruses
have been degraded into formerly connected domains, but they
can still be recognised by their three genes gag, pol and env (Gao
et al., 2003; Ryan, 2004).
It became obvious that mobile sequences such as transposons
and retroposons (Volff, 2006) and non-coding repetitive elements
such as LTRs, SINEs, LINEs (long terminal repeats, short interspersed elements, long interspersed elements) make far-reaching
eukaryotic DNA rearrangement and reorganisation possible
(Shapiro, 2002; Sternberg, 2002; Shapiro and Sternberg, 2005).
Together, they play a decisive role in the evolution of new genomic
structures (Shabalina and Spiridonov, 2004; Shapiro, 2004;
Sternberg and Shapiro, 2005). Being dependent on the state of
development, the varying chromatin markers are thus capable,
through different methylation patterns, histone modiﬁcations and
alternative splicing, of coming up with a set of multiple protein
meanings, from one and the same genetic dataset (Turner, 2000,
2002; Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Brett et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002;
Jaenisch and Bird, 2003; True et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). This
marks even the rise of epigenetics and its research object that
phenotypic variations, which are even heritable, must not depend
on genetic alterations (Jablonka and Lamb, 1989, 2002, 2006; Van
De Vijver et al., 2002; Van Speybroeck et al., 2002). The question
arises as to how and why the evolution of higher genetic
complexity is connected to non-coding virus derived DNA, that
was formerly called ‘junk’ DNA.
Although it has been known for several decades that the
unbelievable diversity of enzyme proteins is a practical tool for
DNA editing processes, it was unclear by which rules or higherorder regulations they are governed (Witzany, 1995, 2000, 2005).
Later on it became obvious that higher-order regulations such as
co-suppression, suppression of transposition, position effect
variegation, several start- and stop-signals, RNA interference,
imprinting, chromosomal methylation, transvection and transcriptional and post-transcriptional gene silencing are processed
by non-protein-coding RNAs, especially micro-RNAs (Mattick,
2001, 2003, 2005; Mattick and Gagen, 2001). New research
indicates that these repetitive non-coding sequences originated
primarily from retroviral RNA (Villarreal, 2004, 2005).
The ERV related and repetitive sequences are highly speciesspeciﬁc and more suitable for the determination of species than
the corresponding coding sequences (Villarreal, 2005, 2009). Each
taxon organises and formats its genome architecture differently,
i.e. regulation of expression, transcription, replication, and

translation are species-speciﬁc. Within each taxon, these processes along with the associated gene architecture must run in a
highly coordinated manner so that they do not disturb each other.
Only a co-ordination of the individual steps ensures that these
different actions are performed and maintained successfully; i.e.
DNA sequences must be read at the right site and at the right time.
The precise spatio-temporal coordinations are essential in order to
sustain vital processes; nonetheless, and in principle, these
coordinations can also fail, either by sequence-damage (i.e.
mutations) or by organism-induced translational, transductional,
repairing or other rearrangement disturbances.
Experience has shown that: (1) excision, (2) insertion and (3)
combination of the genomic texts are the keys in DNA editing and
the basis of evolutionary processes. In contemporary terms, we
could call it ‘natural genetic engineering’ (Shapiro, 2004).

8. The tree of life from a biocommunicative perspective
Finally, we should look at an additional argument for
integration of viral consortia into the tree of life which is not
part of cell biological and molecular biological but of bioinformatic perspectives. Although bioinformatics serves as important
tool in detection and comparing sequences of genetic texts we
must look at complementary perspectives on genetic information
processing such as biolinguistics, biosemiotics or the biocommunicative approach. But is not it a commonly shared and widely
accepted assumption that molecules of nucleic acid sequences are
the result of randomly derived mixtures? How should we think
about evolution editing biological codes? What would be needed?
Agents like viral or virus-like consortia can coordinate their
behavioural strategies via an inherent capacity to identify
sequence speciﬁc content arrangements. Can this allow them to
integrate a defense of an attack, and invent (i) de novo (elongate)
code or (ii) edit code through rearranged new sequence
combination (recombination), (iii) and/or provide alternative
regulations? Can viruses thus provide new coordinated code
sequences?
Nevertheless it seems to be reasonable to reﬂect on this feature
because recent knowledge indicates the fundamental role of
information processing in both viral life strategies and key
regulatory novelty in cell biology.
If we look at life from an encoding and editing perspective in a
recent article Patrick Forterre suggests deﬁning life as both
‘ribosome encoding organisms and capsid-encoding organisms
and their ancestors’ (Forterre and Prangishvili, 2009). Yet both
encode (using the same molecular alphabet) albeit encoding
different products. They share a competence, i.e. to code, in
contrast with entities which do not share the competence to
encode. But what does ‘encode’ mean? It has something to do
with a code, i.e. the genetic code, which as DNA serves as an
information storage medium, as RNAs serves as informationbased editing agents. But ‘information’ is something which seems
to be very useful the ﬁrst time, but not the second time. There are
approximately 60 different deﬁnitions of ‘information’, many of
them incompatible with each other.
Several scientiﬁc approaches focus on the linguistic-like
structure and function of the genetic code such as biolinguistics
(Popov et al., 1996; Ji, 1997, 1999; Searls, 2002; Chomsky, 2004;
Zhang, 2006), biohermeneutics (Chebanov, 1994; Markos, 2002),
biosemiotics (Florkin, 1974; Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok, 1992;
Hoffmeyer, 1996; Barbieri, 2001, 2007), protein-linguistics (Gimona, 2006) and biocommunicative approach (Witzany, 1995, 2000,
2009b). Their common focus: a code is a language-like structure.
This at ﬁrst glance seems to be difﬁcult because investigations on
‘language’ and its concrete use in ‘communication’ are not core
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competences of natural sciences. Any trials of a coherent and
sufﬁcient deﬁnition of ‘language’ and ‘communication’ by information theoretical, cybernetic, systems theoretical, mathematical, statistical, and mechanistic methods failed (Witzany, 2000),
because formal or even comparative analysis of the combinatorial
patterns of sign sequences, i.e. the syntactical level, cannot
identify the pragmatic interactional contexts in which living
agents are interwoven that determine meaning/functions of sign
sequences.
For example biolinguistics interprets and investigates genetic
structures in the light of linguistic categories (Popov et al., 1996; Ji,
1997, 1999; Searls, 2002; Chomsky, 2004; Zhang, 2006). Similarly
to bioinformatics they use statistical methods and algorithms to
identify sequence orders for measurements of sequence-length
and content homologies. Biolinguistics follows bioinformatics and
its model of language as a quantiﬁable set of signs and is still
convinced that it would be possible to extract semantic contents
by analysis of the ‘universal syntax’. In a limited sense this is
possible, e.g. in genetic sequence comparison, i.e. comparative
genomics. But an unambiguous determination of genetic semantics through analysis of the molecular syntax of genetic code is not
possible in principle, because analysis of the molecular syntax
does not tell us anything about the context in which the genetic
content bearer of the genetic information is interwoven in real
life. This context plays an important role in epigenetic imprinting
and therefore in the construction of different methylation patterns
which then are the determinants for alternative splicing pathways
of the same genetic datasets. This crucial role of pragmatic
contexts is not part of the methods of biolinguistics and
bioinformatics.
One result of these deﬁciencies is that invention of new and
even complex genetic data sets or, as they may be called, gene
blocks and the coherent integration of new genes or gene blocks in
pre-existent genetic content arrangements by competent agents is
not part of bioinformatics or biolinguistics, because innovative
generation of new genetic content which is not randomly
assembled cannot be deduced out of a mathematic model of
language, i.e. formalisable procedures such as algorithms.
As in any language there are certain characteristics of the
genetic code which are fundamental and cannot be reduced to
each other. This means they have complementary functions: a
language/code needs an alphabet, i.e. signs which can be
combined in certain ways with the result of different modes of
combination. The rules (not laws) of correct combination we term
syntax. Manfred Eigen spoke of the ‘molecular syntax of nucleotide sequences’ (Eigen and Winkler, 1975). Eigen also introduced
the term quasispecies (in the oversimpliﬁed meaning of a ‘master
template’), but we now are able to understand this to be a
consortial and dynamic system of virus information processing,
adaptation and evolution with no master code (Domingo et al.,
2008), but with coordinated capacity (i.e. competence) to edit. In
terms of philosophy of science Eigen followed the most prominent
‘linguistic turn’ i.e. syntax analyses should offer understanding of
semantic contents of code-sequences exclusively, and dismissed
primacy of pragmatics, i.e. real-life situations in which sequence
generating consortia are interwoven (Witzany, 1995).
A code or a language, however, does not code itself nor does a
language speak (Witzany, 2000, 2006b). A code or a language
(nucleic acid language) is generated and used by some living
agents in real life-worlds to coordinate and organise via communication processes (Witzany, 2007), i.e. they are interwoven in
constantly changing environmental processes. To balance life
interactionally in real-life habitats is a kind of behaviour, in
contrast with non-behavioural cause-effect reactions, underlying
natural laws strictly. By using codes or languages, living agents
can modulate the information that determines their behaviour. To
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generate different modes of behaviour in a coordinated way living
agents follow not syntactic rules but pragmatic rules. According to
different kinds of pragmatic situational-contexts living agents are
able to use a limited number of signs (alphabet) to generate
different messages, i.e. varying sign-sequence arrangements. This
means that an identical sign sequence can be used to transport
different messages according to the different needs of the living
agent as a result of the different situational contexts in which it is
interwoven. Therefore—this is really important—pragmatics
determines the meaning/function of code-sequences or language-sequences (we term ‘sentences’).
Within the three semiotic (sign-theoretical) levels of rules
(syntax, pragmatics, semantics) which are essential characteristics of any real code or language it must be noted that no single
living agent is capable of generating or using a code or a language.
Ludwig Wittgenstein once noted that is not possible for only one
person to follow a rule only once (Wittgenstein, 1972). The
capability to follow rules depends on a historically grown ‘culture’
(customs) of social interactors, i.e. group behaviour. The emergence of codes or languages needs, as a fundamental precondition,
a consortium of living agents in principle. Therefore it seems likely
that living agents being competent to encode coherent content
sequences in the nucleic acid language emerged in parallel and in
great number. In this, it is thus most interesting that RNA virus
evolution and adaptation is fundamentally consortial (Domingo et
al., 2008). And because they most likely evolved prior to DNA
based cellular life forms also the assumption of a single last
universal common ancestor (LUCA) as suggested by the authors of
the current review is less plausible. If nucleic acid coding agents
invented membrane bound cellular life which implies a commonly shared translational code it must be assumed that they
emerged at once or in parallel in great numbers so that we must
speak in the plural of LUCAs (Witzany, 2008) as being quasispecies
based and reticulated.
Should we term these coding agents as viruses or subviral RNA
species? Viruses themselves do not differentiate this issue very
much. The multiplicity reactivation and/or complementation of
defective individuals described in several articles (Bailey et al.,
2004; Villarreal, 2005; Zeidner et al., 2005), is common and
occurs at a critical level of viral parts such that these viral parts
are able to recreate a complete virus after being damaged by e.g.
UV radiation. This indicates that competent code editing could
also occur on a subviral ribozymatic level by an otherwise
defective consortia.
Not even one known natural code or language is the result of a
random-like mixture of signs/parts of an alphabet. Any structure
which functions as code or language has to be generated by a
consortium of living agents which share a common competence to
use signs according to basic semiotic (syntactic, i.e. combinatorial,
pragmatic, i.e. context-sensitive, semantic, i.e. content-speciﬁc)
rules. These rules in most cases are very conservative but in
contrast with natural laws they are changeable in principle, which
is an advantage for adaptational purposes as well as for the
generation of new sequences de novo which never existed before.
Viruses inherently provide this essential capacity.
This view about ‘What is life?’ avoids suggesting that the term
‘organism’ is crucial to the tree of life, because it may be paradox
to describe an ancient hammerhead ribozyme with self-cleaving
competence as an organism. ‘Organism’ from this point of view
seems to be appropriate for cellular life forms. Although viruses
and subviral agents are both driving forces in the evolution of
organisms and represent key functions of all cellular organisms
they cannot be considered to be organisms even if sometimes able
to re-animate organisms. From the biocommunicative perspective
current knowledge about viruses and their varying life strategies
indicates their driving force and crucial role in the evolution of all
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cellular life forms and key processes as well as key regulations of
cells. Therefore the ‘origin of life’ at the roots of the tree of life
from this perspective started with the origin of agents with
encoding competences, a feature which is absent in non-animated
nature. There are no (semiotic) rule-following agents if water
freezes to ice (Witzany, 2009b).
From the biocommunicative aspect life starts with the
competent interaction between swarms of ribozymes, i.e. based
on identity/difference of encoded (molecular) syntactic order of
nucleotides. This does not include the evolution of cellular
metabolism at this stage even if some compartmentalisation is
needed such as a different molecular syntactic structures. This
means that we must decide whether ribozymatic swarms on
extraterrestrial planets we term presence of life or presence of
proto-life. This leads into a paradigmatic discussion with cellular
textbook conviction on the one side and bioinformatic innovation
at the other. At the current stage the position in our article is
rather conservative but does not exclude further developments.

9. Conclusion
Phylogenetic analyses as well as GenBank database and
genome comparison show that most adaptations are of external
(horizontal) and mostly viral origin. Thus natural genome-editing
competences are not of cellular origin but represent original skills
of viruses. Viruses have two completely different life strategies,
which are clearly reﬂected in their genomes. In comparison, acute
viruses that exhibit lytic action induce disease and even death,
whereas the life strategy of persistent viruses implies compatible
interactions with the host, either by being integrated into the
hosting genome or within the cell plasma, and act nondestructively during most life stages of the host. These two viral
life strategies often oppose one another in a population dependent
way.
The persistent lifestyle allows the virus to transmit complex
viral phenotypes to the hosting organism. This enables the host to
broaden evolutive potentials that may well lead to the formation
of new species. This, along with providing resistance to lytic virus,
is an advantage for host survival also for the persisting agent.
The natural genome-editing competences of viruses are most
complex in prokaryotes, in which the complete nucleotide word
order is largely determined, combined, and recombined by
viruses. Hence, the main genomic novelties are found in the
prokaryotic domain from where they originally evolved into the
higher life forms. Probably all basic enzymatic variations
originated therein. Massive viral colonisation occurred from the
very beginning of life starting with the evolution of bacteria and
archaea, and later that of protoctista and multicellular eukaryota.
The formation of all kingdoms, their families, genera, and species
relies on the effects of viral colonisation and results in diversiﬁed
lineages and ultimately in the evolution of new species.
Increasing complexity and diversity are caused by genetic
innovations, new combinatorial patterns of genetic content, noncoding regulatory networks and modiﬁcations of the genomic
architecture. Interestingly, increasing eukaryotic complexity correlates with expansion of non-coding DNA (Taft and Mattick,
2004). Combinatorial and rearranging processes in evolutionary
and developmental processes occur non-randomly. They need to
successfully and coherently abide by the rules of molecular syntax
(Eigen and Winkler, 1975; Witzany, 1995). Genetic content
arrangements within the genomic matrix depends on situational
contexts in which living organisms are involved in vivo (e.g.
context of growth, mating, virulence, stress, etc.) and is therefore
able to produce multiple protein meanings, i.e. different semantic
contents of the same genetic dataset. Undoubtedly this promotes

the development of regulatory complexity. This is the prerequisite
for epigenetically-induced evolutionary and developmental processes. These rule-following processes may even fail, with fatal
consequences for the organism (Witzany, 2006b). If evolutionary
processes are intertwined between different species complexity is
even more evident (Villarreal, 2005; Zhang, 2006). This indicates
an important role of symbiogenetic processes in enhancing
genetic, genomic and phenotypic complexity and diversity
(Villarreal, 2007; Ryan, 2009).
Obviously, evolutionary history emerges from a totally different circumstance than previously thought. It must not be understood as an aggregation of chance mutations of the genetic text
and its associated selection, but more as permanent and
competent processing of genetic sequences for the purpose of
acquisition of previously unknown abilities as an advantageous
productivity to ward off competing parasites from host organisms
via genomic innovation.
The very genetic volatility of viruses, used as argument to
exclude them from the tree of life must now be considered as an
essential precondition for life. Inventions of new genetic sequences
and integration in host organisms change their genetic identity
and are an advantage against competing genetic parasites which
are not incorporated in host genomic contents. But inventions of
new genetic sequences must occur through these competitors
also, because otherwise they cannot colonise ever-changing host
genomes. Genetic inventions by competent genetic content
editors therefore must be considered as the driving force of
evolution in both viruses and cellular host genomes. The changes
of DNA-stored data by random mutations solely would never
result in the great variety of new genetic content arrangements.
Only the creative ‘error-prone’ consortial RNA gene pool (quasispecies) with its fast-changing genetic content arrangements and
its selection (being stored in the DNA ‘evolutionary protocols’. See
Vetsigian et al., 2006) can serve as an appropriate explanatory
concept. Thus we can start to understand why our own genome is
composed of such a large and varied population of ‘defective’ virus
which now act in their novel roles as ‘effective’ regulatory tools in
host genomes.
A solution to the problem of cryptobiosis as mentioned in
the introduction can be suggested now also. It is considered to
be a contrasting phenomenon to actual life processes, because
e.g. larvae of the African ﬂy Polypedilum vanderplanki survive
desiccation for up to 17 years and temperatures ranging from
270 1C (liquid helium) to 106 1C (Watanabe et al., 2002) or
some bacterial endospores are able to withstand almost any
environment. Isolated endospores of thermophiles from cold
lake sediments could be revived from samples some 100,000
years old (Nicholson et al., 2000). Also virions (in oceans)
clearly represent a conserved possibility of living agents ready
for actualisation under the appropriate environmental conditions such as virions of the ATV (Acidianus-Tailed Virus). These
virions can go for months without any change of their
morphology at normal temperatures. When they are exposed
to higher temperatures (70 1C) they dramatically change their
structure by forming two tails at the end of their central body
(Häring et al., 2005) which may be a precondition for
biologically required changes in morphology and structure
(Prangishvili et al., 2006). If these environmental conditions are
lacking cryptobiotic agents remain inactivated, a complete and
long lasting absence of replication or any metabolising activity
will occur. Would we assume them as not being part of the tree
of life? Under appropriate environmental conditions they will
start as typical for living agents. Their DNA data set is activated
according the inherited regulatory pathways as no inactivation
ever has occurred. At this point we should remember that the
gene word order of the DNA datasets as well as the regulatory
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ratio is the result of persistent viral colonisation. Should we
assume them not being part of the tree of life?
Like any tree, the tree of life is not constituted by cells of the
stem, branches and leaves alone. As we know today, the stem of
actual trees is in continuous communication with the rhizosphere to coordinate growth and development. Without a
balanced rhizosphere ecology trees will have serious problems
of survival. This rhizosphere ecology is a particular example of
non-selﬁsh interactional (symbiotic) patterns and co-evolution
(Witzany, 2006c). It crucially depends on communication
processes which function in parallel between three different
types of plant root cells, mychorizal fungi and rhizobia bacteria,
all of them being capable of self/non-self differentiation to
coordinate and organise group behaviour. Surely, this fundamental capability to coordinate group behaviour by communication processes in bacteria, fungi and plants must inherently
be of viral origin. Persistent viral agents which colonised all of
these organisms which are characteristic of rhizosphere ecology
generated a great variety of host features with which these
hosts are able to identify and communicate with group
members. If the tree of life metaphor is to be useful in future,
we have to remember that viruses have been and still are
essential agents within the roots and stem of the tree of life.
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